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Oyster Island  

 28.02.2018 
 

2007:  
During the depression in the 1930 Oster Island was 
planted in big American pine trees. Over the years 
the reserve has been covered with these trees which 
shielded the ground almost completely from the 
sunlight und their dead branches and needles 
covered the soil so that no other plants could grow 
underneath them. All native birds had also left the 
island because they could not live in this 
environment. That's why we just called them Donald 
Trumps.  
sjfdlaa  

In 2007 an archeological report presented the 
importance of Oyster Island because it has very high 
Maori historic values. Unfortunately a lot of them 
were washed away by the sea and erosion or 
destroyed by the pine trees.  
Because of that a restoration plan for Oyster Island 
was developed by the Council. All the pine trees 
were heli-logged in November 2007.  

2008:  
After cutting off all the pine trees the ground was 
exhausted and covered with leftover branches and 
needles. The first plants that started to grew in this 
hostile environment were grasses. They soon 
covered the whole island and the first bigger plants 
like European tree lucerne and a few native trees 
started to grow.  
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2009:  
Within this year, the grass spreaded all around the 
island and the first tree lucernes  grew really quickly. 
In only two years they spreaded from the seeds to 
tree over two meters high. These trees came from 
Europe but they were not cut down because they 
offered a little bit of shade to protect the young 
native plants while they grew. Another important 
point is that lucernes are legumes which means that 
they give off nutrients like nitrogen to the ground 
which helped to refresh the leached soil. That's why 
call them friendly European.  
  

2010/2011:  
The tree lucernes now covered the whole island and 
helped the native trees to grow again. In their shade 
more and more native plants started to grow.  
Because of all the trees and bushes the grass 
started to get less bcause it didn't get enough sun.  
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2012-2014:  
In these years the native trees and bushes were 
growing quite big and started to spread around all 
over the island so that the island is now covered in 
tree lucernes as well as native trees. This resulted 
that most of the grass was gone. Within this time 
also the native birds and cicadas started to come 
back to the island.  

2015-2017:  
In 2015 the Nelson city council started to kill the tree 
lucernes in order to give the native plants more 
space to grow. This trees now covered all of the 
island including the areas around the dead 
Europeans. In 2017 some of the island almost was 
back to the nature it was before the pine trees were 
planted while other parts are still regenerating.  
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2018:  
But in the beginning of February 2018 something 
happened that damaged everything and set 
everything back to the stage after cutting the pine 
trees. The huge tide because of the super moon and 
the storm at the same time flooded big areas of the 
island along the coast and damaged all the plants 
there. Because of the salt all plants died, even all 
native trees. Now the circle starts again. The first 
gras is already spreading all around the damaged 
areas. In the other areas that haven't been damaged 
the native plants are growing well and we saw 
Fantails and other native birds.  

Maori occupation:  
Oyster island was once occupied by Maori people. We know this, because of the huge 
amounts of argillite found on the island.  
It was imported onto the island through trading and used for weapons and tools. Its superior 
hardness and sharpness made it the perfect material.  
Maori obtained pakohe by quarrying it from lenses in the mountains or by finding boulders 
which had survived millennia of pounding in mountain streams. Quarries with extensive 
areas of discarded argillite pieces which have been won from outcrops, but are unworked or 
only partly worked, can still be seen.  
Maori often took argillite boulders overland or in waka, to be worked closer to home, its high 
value as a trade item can be seen in the presence of unworked stone, tools, flakes and/or 
weapons in archaeological sites through New Zealand.  
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Boulder Bank 
02.03.2018 

 

 
The Boulder Bank is a 13 kilometer long structure made of Granodiorite rocks. It separates 
Nelson Haven from the Tasman sea. It is one of only a few natural formed boulder banks in 
the whole world.  The rocks it is made of formed below under the Earth's surface where 
silica-rich magma cools down and  solidifies to large crystals. They were lifted up by several 
earthquakes along the Flaxmore fault which runs directly next to the coast of Glenduan (red 
line in the picture).  

 
  
With the time the erosion let them fall down to the beach where the waves wash them up 
and down the beach. The specialty is that the waves hit the coast in an angle (as shown in 
the picture) so that the stones were carried along the beach in a zick-zack line. Within many 
years the stones moved all the way from Glenduan to Nelson where they slowly formed the 
boulder bank.  
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It is easy to spot the big difference in size between the stones near Glenduan and the nelson 
harbor lighthouse. While the stones are getting transported south by the waves they crush 
each other and get smaller.  

 
The Boulder Bank is considered to be of huge biological importance, particularly as the 
habitat for numerous estuarine bird and coastal fish species. However, other sea inhabitants 
that live near beaches, like crabs or shells, can't live here, since the incoming waves would 
smash them under the rocks.      
  
History of the boulder bank:  
The maori who lived around Tasman Bay had their own legend how the boulder bank was 
built: Kupe arrived in this area after he pursued a giant octopus. But then two men of his 
group kidnapped his daughter and flee in their canoes. Kupe tried to follow them but they 
prayed to the gods which caused boulders to fall into the sea and create a barrier between 
them an Kupe's waka. No matter how far Kupe`s crew paddled, the boulder bank grew 
apace. One of the two men Kupe caught later but the other escaped.  
When European settlers first arrived in the Tasman bay, they tried to find a good place to 
build their first settlement. After searching for a good place on the western side of the bay, 
but not finding good places, they send some men out to explore the eastern side of the bay. 
Those explorers found a little ford behind the 13km long boulder bank. The only way to 
reach it was through a little gap between the boulder bank and the shore. Being protected 
from the outside they saw the little ford as the perfect site for a new settlement.  
  
The problematic harbor entrance was apparent right from the start so in 1903 the Nelson 
Harbour Board had a 61 meter wide channel cut through the south end of the Boulder Bank 
to give ships easier passage into the port. The "cut", as it is known, was later widened to 150 
meters and requires regular maintenance to keep it from closing again.  
  
The marine reserve:  
The marine reserve in Nelson is near the boulder bank The area was established in 2005 
and covers 9.58 km². Its reefs extend up to 400m of shore and 20m deep. It was put into 
place to protect the marine environment. It is illegal to fish in the reserve or do the species 
protected by it any harm.  The reefs support a typical array of animals Shellfish, anemones, 
sponges and sea squirts cling to the rocks; snails, starfish and crustaceans move secretively 
amongst the boulders, and various fish  
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Our tiny beach adventure 
16.3.2018 

 

 
 Just like the pines standing on Oyster Island, Marram isn't a native plant of New Zealand. It 
spread over many of New Zealands beaches covering smaller native species like pingao, 
stealing their resources required to grow and sustain.  
In an effort to help native plants to grow again, huge amounts of Marram were sprayed down 
and killed.  
The reason for this afford wasn't, like on Oyster Island, the biological importance of native 
plants, it was the cultural aspects in Maori culture as they used Pingao's straws for weaving 
and braiding that saved these plants form losing against the invasive species.  

 
You can tell the gender of a crab by looking onto their bottom. Both genders have "sac's", 
the male one is flat and triangle shaped to accommodate his two penises, the female one on 
the other side is round ripple shaped. Crabs reproduce by the male inserting his sperm into 
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the females "sac", in which she stores his sperm until her eggs are ready to be fertilized. 
This is mostly accomplished by the male sitting on top of the female.   

 
Pacific oysters originate in Japan and were introduced to the New Zealand ecosystem by 
cutter ships arriving in New Zealand ports that carried them on their keel's.  
These few oysters reproduce fast over the next couple of years as they were greeted with 
great living conditions over most of the New Zealand cost line.  
There is a huge demand of these oysters, especially from Japan, as the environment they 
grow in is much cleaner in New Zealand than in Asia..  
  

 
 This illustrates the reproduction cycle of an oyster.  
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Scallop growth 
23.03.2018 

 

 
 

The above graph shows the size of a scallop in mm related to their age in months. 
It shows that their growth is not linear, this can also be seen on the life cycle diagram below: 
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Abel Tasman 
04.04.2018 

 
● The area we are investigating? 

 
  

● What was the area like before people arrived?  
Before people arrived in the area now called Abel Tasman, after the Dutch explorer, 
around 600 years ago, it was completely covered in native forest with a huge array of 
birds living in it.  
It was a stable ecosystem without any big predators for birds and without any land 
mammals except some bats. 

 
● What have people done that has caused damage?  

The first Maori arrived in the area more than 600 years ago, as there settlements needed 
a steady food supply they burned down around 25% of the native forest to make space 
for their fields. When the Europeans arrived, they brought many animals with them which 
turned out to be a huge pest. Many rats, stoats or other mammals started to spread all 
around the area and by eating the birds they made huge damage to the environment. As 
well the Europeans burned even more of the forest (about another 50%) and planted fast 
growing pine trees which spreaded around and destroyed even more native forest.   
  

● What is happening now to fix the problems?  
To get rid of the pine trees they are poisoned which kills them within several days and let 
them fall over in a few years. Also native plants are planted and traps are installed to 
catch and kill the pests.  
  

● What evidence can we see (or hear) that 'the fix' is working?  
The range and amount of birds increased a lot and you can see and hear them the most 
of the time.  
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●  Spotted shags:  
   

 
 The Stictocarbo punctatus is a common bird found near the sea  
  

● Kahawai feeding:  

 
      The Arripis trutta is found throughout New Zealand and feeding on smaller fish and krill  
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● Pipis:  
  

 
          These little shellfish filter the water around them and clear the water  
  

● Seals and pups:  

 
New Zealand Fur Seal are the most common seals in New Zealand waters.They are very 
good swimmers and weaned pups will turn up almost anywhere around New Zealand. A 
Fur Seal pup tagged on the west coast of South Island has even been recorded in 
Australia. On land they sometimes become disoriented and have been found in unusual 
places such as backyards, drains and streets. 
 
Tonga Island is home to the second largest of three fur seal breeding colonies in the top 
of the South Island. 

  
The last total population estimate was 200,000 in 2001. It will be higher now, but 
unknown by how much 
 
 
 
. 
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● Dead pine trees:  
These trees were killed through poisoning to protect the native species of New Zealand 
as pine trees take a lot of resources and have huge shadow fields.  

 
  

● Old native forest trees:  
These trees still exist after huge man made fires in the now called Abel Tasman region 
that did not reach these old trees.  

 
● Eagle rays:  
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Plankton 
12.04.2018  
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Some photos of different types of plankton under the microscope: 
  
  

 
Zooplankton:   copepod Calanus finmarchicus  
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Many zoo- and Phytoplankton species  

  

 
Zoo- and Phytoplankton  
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Creek water salinity 
4.5.2018 

 
 

The above graph shows the average salinity of water coming from a little creek and flowing 
into the see at different distances from the point of initial contact and depths. 
We got these result with two samples per measurement to ensure the accuracy. The result 
shows that freshwater does not immediately mix with salt water from the see and therefore 
creates a layer on top of the salty water that remains stable for quite a long time. 

 

 
This is us pumping water out of the stream to get our water samples to later analise and put 
into the beautiful graph shown above 
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Undaria & Alginate extraction  
30.5.2018 

 
The first thing we have done was visiting Nelson harbour to collect some brown seaweed 
from the piers. We were quite successful, coming back with a tone load of it.  
After washing it and then pouring acid onto it we left it for 24h untouched in the school for the 
acid to take effect.  
The next day the former brown seaweed turned green and the water was clearer than ever.  
To prepare it for the next step we washed it firmly with fresh water in the lab sinks to then 
add some sodium carbonate to the mix to extract things out of the sea weed. Max then 
stirred it for around 30 mins.  
After the lunch break we then poured the now dark brown jelly-watery mix into separate 
containers for the centrifuge to work properly. After around 6.5 mins of spinning around we 
got it out again and were astound by the clear result in front of us.  
  
We collected the brown seaweed from the Nelson port on Thursday. 

 
We washed the seaweed and left it in acid for 24h.  
24h after the brown seaweed turned green.  
  
Before adding sodium carbonate (to extract things out of the seaweed) we had to wash it 
with fresh water.  
After that we stirred it around for 30 mins.  
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Afterwards we poured the water-jelly mix into separate containers to but it into the centrifuge.  
After 6 mins of spinning around we got it out and could see how clear the mix was.  
 

 
  
 
We colored the "clear" liquid with red food coloring so it looks like salmon eggs. Afterwards 
we put the red colored liquid in a syringe and dropped it in Calcium Carbonate.  
As soon it was in Calcium Carbonate it stayed in the bubble form and you could get it out 
and it stayed how it was.  
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Cable Bay 
8.6.2018 

 
Why some things live where they live:   
 
 

 
 
 

Half crabs: Half crabs are found at about 20-50 meters down the shore. They live beneath 
rocks and are filter feeders, mainly eating plankton and detritus found in the water. As they 
are very flat and as their fourth pair of walking legs is smaller and works like cleaners/debris 
catchers, they are perfectly adapted to live in big groups under or between rocks on the 
shore, where bigger predators can't reached them and where there is still enough water for 
them to filter and feed on. Living between 20-50 meters where some water still lingers during 
low tide, they avoid the more open areas in deeper water where the predators more easily 
can reach them, as well as avoiding to dry out on the upper parts of the shore where the 
water disappears during low tide.  
  
 

 
 
 

Limpets: With really strong feet muscles, Limpets are able to stick on rocks (and other 
things) during both low-tide and in rocky seas, making them able to live both up shore at 
about 15 meters, as well as in deeper waters. Their strong grip also prevents predators like 
birds to rip them of the rock and the tight grip captures some water under the shell before the 
tide goes out, preventing the limpets from drying out.   
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Oyster borers: Oyster Borers feed on barnacles, mussels and other sea shells at about 
15-35 meters down the shore, by drilling a hole in them and inserts a digestive enzyme that 
disintegrate the prey.  To survive while low-tide, the oyster borers have developed a 
technique to secrete mucous at the entrance to its shell. By doing this, they keep some 
moisture inside the shell, which prevents them from drying out. They also have strong 
muscles in their "foot" to prevent them from washing away with the waves, as well as gills 
that helps them breathe underwater. The colour of their shell also helps to camouflage them 
and the shell's hardness keeps predators away.  
  
 

 
 
 

Periwinkles: Periwinkles live almost at the top of the shore, where they live almost alone 
from other organisms and away from predators, like Oyster Borers and crabs. By seeking 
shelter in crevices during low-tide, they reduce the exposing of the sun and the wind, 
preventing them from drying out, as well as their hard shell and their capability to "close" the 
entrance to their shell keeps moisture in the shell. By attaching themselves to rocks with a 
thread of mucus, they avoid touching the rock, preventing the warmth from it to overheat 
them. They can only eat while under water, but by lowering their metabolism, they can save 
oxygen during long periods without water.  
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Monaco 
8.6.2018 

 
Describe some similarities and some differences in the creatures found at each shore:  
On both shores there are quite similar species of animals, like the Periwinkles, Topshells 
and Half Crabs.  
However, for example the Periwinkles live on a bigger area on the Monaco Shore, a reason 
might be that Oyster Borers, a predator for the Periwinkles, wasn't found until further down 
the shore at 60 meters, whereas in Cable Bay they were found already at 15 meters.  
Other species like Topshells and barnacles were also more vast spread at Monaco, whereas 
Limpets lived more spread at Cable Bay.  
There was also a bigger variety of the same species at Monaco. We found about three 
different kinds of Crabs in Monaco, while we only found the Half Crab at Cable Bay.  
Explain why there are some differences:  
One of the biggest reasons for the differences is the ground of which the shores is created 
on and because of what surrounds them. Cable Bay is a rocky, steeper shore with clear 
water coming only from the ocean. Monaco however, due to all the close by rivers, that are 
taking mud and sediment with them as they pour out into the ocean, makes the ground 
muddy and the water dirty.  

Cable Bay vs...  

 
Monaco  
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Little Black Mussels:  
Mussels are filter feeders. They draw in large amounts of seawater to trap phytoplankton, 

their food source. they also remove sediments17 and other substances that make the water 
murky. Mussel beds also provide a habitat18 for other sea creatures. They act as nurseries 

for juvenile fish to shelter and grow and are home to invertebrates19 and other types of 
marine life. Snapper, crabs and crayfish eat mussels, so recreational fishers are often found 
near mussel farms. what seems like inability to move anywhere is the result of an evolution 
towards not necessarily having to. From the surrounding water they not only take oxygen to 
breathe, but also food. The mollusk has to keep the shell closed by active muscle action. To 
make this easier for the mollusk, its closing musculature consists in fact of two muscles: One 
relatively weak muscle for the actual closing motion and one very strong locking muscle to 

keep the shell shut 
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